About the artist

More and more people ask me to make individual arrangements for them. I'm happy to do it because I really like to help you. Be kind - for any application - be as specific as possible:
- Tone
- Instrumentation
- Url, title and composer
- Etc.
I will gladly respond favorably depending on my available time.

Qualification: PhD musicology
Associate: SACEM - IPI code of the artist : 342990

About the piece

Title: The House of the Rising Sun
Composer: Traditional
Arranger: Dewagtere, Bernard
Copyright: Copyright © Dewagtere, Bernard
Instrumentation: String Quartet
Style: Traditional
Comment: Like many classic folk ballads, the authorship of The House of the Rising Sun is unknown. Some musicologists believe it is based on the tradition of broadside ballads such as the Unfortunate Rake of the 18th century which were taken to America by early settlers. Many of these had the theme of if only and after a period of evolution, they emerge as American songs like Streets of Laredo. The most successful commercial version was recorded b... (more online)

Bernard Dewagtere on free-scores.com

LICENSE
This sheet music requires an authorization:
- for public performances
- for use by teachers
Buy this license at: licence-partition-uk.php?partition=55043

- listen to the audio
- share your interpretation
- comment
- pay the licence
- contact the artist
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The House of the Rising Sun

Trad. 18th century
Transc. : Bernard Dewagtere
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